
The Tragic Space Shuttle Challenger Leads to Triumphant Advancements Entry #:  33026

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
10:30 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography



Dorothea Dix: Pioneering for the Mentally Ill Entry #:  33027

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
10:40 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography



Jeopardy and Jihad: The Siege of Khartoum Entry #:  33028

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
10:50 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography



Stories of Triumph to Tragedy: Coco Chanel and the Interbellum Entry #:  33029

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
11:00 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography



The Cost of Victory: the Triumph and Tragedy of US Propaganda and
Censorship During World War One

Entry #:  33030

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
11:20 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography



Blanche Calloway: Swinging into Firsts Entry #:  33031

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
11:30 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography



The Tragedy And Triumph Of Penicillin Entry #:  33032

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
11:40 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography



The Congo's Great Visionary: Patrice Lumumba and the Struggle for
African Sovereignty

Entry #:  33033

NHD-CA Project Preview Form
Use this form when previewing projects as a draft for your comments on the rubric. You will have a chance to talk
with students and your judge team before finalizing your comments and adding them to the official rubric. These
notes will NOT be given to students.

Essential Elements Questions/Comments/Notes
Sources & Evidence

Entry uses diverse sources that
provide key evidence relevant to

research question

Use of Primary Sources
Entry uses data from primary

sources that connect the topic and
theme

Multiple Perspectives
Entry uses multiple perspectives that

provide context for the claim

Historical Context
Demonstrates understanding of prior

factors that were influential to the
topic

Thesis
Entry includes a claim supported by

evidence

Connection to Theme
Identifies significance of topic as it

relates to the theme

Written Materials
Written materials are well-written,

organized, original

Presentation
Evidence and materials are

organized in a way that supports
thesis

Visual Impact
Design of entry is appropriate to

theme and topic

Title:
Sat Morning

Historical Paper Senior - Heat 4
11:50 AM

Rules Compliance
Entry follows the rules and includes a

Process Paper & Annotated
Bibliography


